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Abstract:
A major challenge in searches for neutrinoless double beta decay is the design of detectors with large mass,
low backgrounds, and percent-level energy resolution. A large-scale, high-precision LArTPC experiment
such as DUNE could provide a unique opportunity for a sensitive neutrinoless double beta decay search.
Through the addition of xenon as a dopant, a modified DUNE far detector module, or a similar detector,
could achieve very high masses of double beta decay isotope, and thus high sensitivity to this decay. Doping
a 10 kiloton-scale LArTPC detector with a candidate isotope at the percent level would produce a target mass
on the scale of 100s of tons, while the monolithic volume would permit significant background reduction
through fiducialization. Such a program, if pursued in the context of DUNE, could greatly enhance the
physics program. This concept relies on realizing a number of new detector capabilities for large LArTPCs.
In addition to enhancing physics reach and utilizing existing infrastructure, this concept opens a rich R&D
program for the coming decades.
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The discovery of the Majorana or Dirac nature of neutrinos, the neutrino mass ordering, and the possibility
of CP violation in the neutrino sector are some of the most consequential mysteries of particle physics
which remain to be uncovered, and they continue to be among the driving physics priorities for our field1.
Current experiments are exploring the question of the nature of neutrinos through the search for neutrinoless
double beta decay (0νββ ), a rare process allowed only for Majorana neutrinos, with a variety of candidate
isotopes and ongoing R&D to go from using hundreds of kg up to the ton scale2. In the coming decade,
DUNE3 is poised to definitively answer the questions of both the mass ordering and CP violation by studying
the highest intensity neutrino beam ever produced, utilizing a massive detector and the next generation of
experimental advancements.

The scale and infrastructure of the DUNE program could provide a unique opportunity to advance the
0νββ program beyond the ton scale and enable a 100-ton scale 0νββ experiment. The DUNE-β concept
explores the modification of a DUNE-like detector module in order to make it sensitive to 0νββ signals.
DUNE-β employs xenon, a candidate isotope for neutrinoless double beta decay, as a doping agent. Current
studies consider LAr doped with 136Xe at the 2% level, which would yield 300 tons of xenon-136 within a
fully active 3 m fiducial volume.

Additionally, DUNE-β would require an enhancement to the baseline precision of the DUNE detector
design to MeV-scale energy deposits, specifically in the context of energy resolution. This expansion of
capabilities, if implemented in DUNE, could enable additional improvements to the broader DUNE physics
program. These enhanced capabilities would enable improved precision in the exploration of solar neutrino
mixing4, enhanced sensitivity to low energy supernova neutrinos, and improved accelerator-based neutrino
energy reconstruction5. This expansion of the potential physics program, and the requirements for its im-
plementation introduces opportunities to push the limits of our detection and analysis techniques through
a rich R&D program for the coming decade. There are three major R&D avenues central to demonstrate
the feasibility of DUNE-β: low energy thresholds and energy resolution, background rejection, and xenon
acquisition and injection. Progress made on any one of these topics over the coming decades would greatly
enhance LArTPC technology, and the physics reach of the future LArTPC physics program.

Energy Resolution Challenges
The energy of the two-electron 0νββ signal, or Qββ , from 136Xe is 2457.8 keV. Experiments utilizing
LArTPCs have recently begun to explore the MeV-scale regime with promising results6–8, but R&D is
necessary to achieve and demonstrate sufficiently accurate energy resolution at Qββ . The target energy
resolution for 0νββ experiments is typically near the percent level, but additional considerations regarding
event rates and background rejections will impact this target. Measurements of the energy resolution for
LArTPCs in the 1–3 MeV energy region will be required to demonstrate the feasibility of this concept, as
well as alternatives for improvement. One such alternative is the addition of dopants into the liquid argon,
with favorable effects for signal detection efficiency. It has already been demonstrated that the introduction
of xenon into liquid argon increases the ionization yields, this effect is expected to be a 13%9 increase in
2% xenon-doped LAr, which in turn can improve the energy resolution at the MeV scale8. Photo-ionizing
dopants have been shown to convert the scintillation light to ionization charge10. The introduction of these
dopants for light-to-charge conversion would enabling a higher precision ionization-only MeV-scale energy
measurement. Further study of these techniques for application in a large LArTPC could lead to their
application in any of the DUNE modules or other large LArTPCs, enhancing overall performance.

In order to detect and measure this signal, R&D is required to enable a detection threshold below
2.4 MeV. As a benchmark, DUNE is currently projecting DAQ thresholds for its first three modules in-
compatible with the low energy thresholds required for 0νββ detection, as it is currently projected that the
rates below a threshold of 5-7 MeV would be higher than the DAQ design would allow4;11. It is possible
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that new improvements in triggering algorithms, such as those being pursued with machine learning12, may
aid in lowering these thresholds. Another possibility to address the energy threshold challenge is to take
advantage of the lower noise expected from pixel readout electronics. Next generation pixelated readouts
have demonstrated they are able to surpass the noise reduction that wire readouts can achieve13;14. Due to
the constraints on power consumption of pixelated readouts these are required to be zero suppressed and
with the low occupancy of a deep underground detector they create a small data-foot print when reading out
data continuously.

Backgrounds
The main backgrounds expected in the energy range relevant to 0νββ come are signals from solar neutri-
nos4, spallation products15, as well as radioactive decays either from the detector materials or external to it.
Detailed studies of background mitigation strategies are currently underway along with a complete charac-
terization of these backgrounds. There are three key areas where R&D will be essential to mitigating these
backgrounds: detector design optimization, utilization of underground argon, and new analysis techniques.

This concept leverages the massive scale of these detectors by effectively eliminating of surface ra-
dioactivity backgrounds through fiducialization. There are practical trade-offs that need to be studied to
demonstrate this is the most practical design. As the detector grows electric-field non-uniformities become
larger and could contribute to additional energy smearing. Further, very long drift distances can lead to
charge attenuation through electronegative contaminants, which could have a impact on the design of a LAr
purification system.

Careful study of the background contributions from the 39Ar and 42Ar present in the LAr will also be
necessary. While 39Ar is not of concern due to its low beta-endpoint, the 42K, originating from 42Ar decays,
has a beta spectrum that overlaps with our Qββ . A possible mitigation strategy currently under study would
be the use underground argon which is naturally depleted in 42Ar (and 39Ar)16.

Xenon Acquisition
The success of this concept relies on the acquisition of xenon in amounts that are challenging to acquire
through current commercial capabilities. Our initial studies use two baseline assumptions for the 2% Xe
doping: (1) using 900 tons of natural xenon, yielding 80 tons of 136Xe or (2) doping at 2% with 90%
enriched 136Xe, which would require 10.4 ktons of natural xenon to be enriched. Ongoing research into
xenon recovery using metal-organic frameworks17;18 provide a promising path forward. Developing these
techniques further would allow for room temperature extraction of xenon from the ambient atmosphere.
Once these quantities of xenon are secured it needs to be efficiently mixed into the almost 20-kton of LAr
that fills the cryostat. Initial concepts have been floated for how to do this, but most techniques have focused
on significantly lower doping fractions. The long term stability of the xenon in the LAr will also need to be
studied. Past work has shown that xenon doping at the 1.6% level is stable19, but this requires further study
in the context of modern LAr filtration techniques.

Conclusion
Prioritizing multi-measurement projects that enable R&D into the latest technologies is critical to broaden
the opportunities for discovery and the physics output of our field. The DUNE-β concept could extend the
physics program of DUNE and the LArTPC program at large into the MeV-scale energy region, enhancing
neutrino energy reconstruction capabilities and enabling a DUNE-like detector to perform a hundred ton-
scale 0νββ search. This concept provides a platform for discovery in low energy physics as well as a
rich R&D program for the coming decade.
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